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DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper sets out Power2Peer’s vision of the adaptive solar microgrid system model and its implementation. This
whitepaper is for information purposes only and is not to be regarded as a statement of future intent. Other than expressly set
out herein, the innovations and technology described in this whitepaper are in development and are not currently in use (save
for demonstration purposes). Power2Peer makes no representations or warranties or gives any undertakings as to the successful
development or implementation of such technology and innovations, or the success of any other activities noted in the paper,
and it hereby disclaims any warranties express, implied, or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law. No person is entitled to
rely on the contents of this whitepaper or any inferences drawn from it. Power2Peer shall not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever, howsoever arising (whether or not foreseeable), which may arise from any person acting on any information and
opinions in this whitepaper or otherwise, including without limitation those of directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors,
or other representatives of Power2Peer or its partners, or on any information which is made available in connection with any
further enquiries made of the same.
The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Power2Peer to be reliable
and is given in good faith, but representation or warranty is not given as to its accuracy, completeness or suitability, and the
information in this whitepaper should not be relied upon for investment or other any other purpose, and shall not confer rights
or remedies upon, you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders or any other person. Any
opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of this whitepaper and do not necessarily represent the opinion
of Power2Peer. You should also be aware and take note that the opinions expressed herein may change without notice.
Power2Peer does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this whitepaper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient
thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set out herein, changes or
subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Power2Peer, its directors, employees, agents, contractors, advisors and other representatives do not have any responsibility or
liability whatsoever to any person or recipient (whether by reason of error, negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise)
arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omitted
from this whitepaper. Neither Power2Peer nor its advisers have independently verified any of the information, including the
forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this whitepaper. Each recipient of this whitepaper is to rely solely on its own
knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment of the matters which are contained in it and any information which is made
available in connection with any further enquiries and to satisfy itself as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this whitepaper are accurate, all estimates, projections,
forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this whitepaper are based on
assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be construed
as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this
whitepaper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation. defects in technology developments,
legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of complete and accurate
information. Power2Peer may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this whitepaper, however the inclusion of
a link does not imply that Power2Peer endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it.
Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. Power2Peer does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such
material, nor for consequences of its use.
This whitepaper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or
located in any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
law or regulation. This whitepaper is only available on www.Power2Peer.com and may not be redistributed, reproduced or
passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of
Power2Peer. The manner of distributing this whitepaper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons into
whose possession this whitepaper may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By
accessing this whitepaper, a recipient of it agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations and restrictions.
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Executive Summary
Over the last five years, there have been major changes in
energy. Superstorms have caused power outages that last for
days. The proliferation of distributed generation has increased
as renewables have become more affordable. Taken together
with centralized generation, there is plenty of electric supply.
Renewable resources are significantly underutilized. In periods
of peak demand, power needs are met with carbon-producing
centralized generation and oversized substations. Consumers
are left with few choices and little control over their energy.

Energy independence comes
to the community with
Power2Peer’s adaptive solar
microgrid
system
with
blockchain-enabled peer-topeer power trading.
Power2Peer: Bringing local
resilience to the grid.

At the same time, the rise of the “sharing economy” has ignited interest in the idea of “energy
sharing,” where friends, family, and neighbors can provide energy to each other. Using new
technologies like blockchain, innovators are creating opportunities for consumers to take control.
This is the market where Power2Peer plans to make a significant contribution.

Power2Peer’s Offer
Power2Peer’s goal is to provide an alternative to the main
electrical supply grid by enabling localized microgrids,
powered by solar panels and supported with energy storage.
No longer will people be completely dependent on a
centralized grid operated by large corporations.

A blockchain is a shared, encrypted
“distributed ledger” that is
maintained by a network of
computers with no central
authority. The platform is
transparent, immutable, traceable
and secure.

By opting into Power2Peer’s program – the adaptive solar
microgrid system with blockchain-enabled peer-to-peer
trading – people will be able to trade energy in local markets and get electricity through a network
of microgrids. Power will be available when needed, even when the utility grid goes down. With
solar power, people will contribute to a cleaner environment, minimizing their carbon footprint.
Locally produced solar power has a low marginal cost – the sun is free – so consumers will pay less
than they would for grid power. By adding storage, solar energy will not be wasted. The benefits
to consumers, community, grid and society are numerous (see Figure 1):
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Figure 1: The Benefits of Power2Peer, Source: Power2Peer, 2018
•Reduce energy costs
•Reduce carbon footprint
•Make the grid more resilient
•Generate income
•Increase energy independence

• Generate revenue
•Stimulate the local economy
•Increase reliability
•Make the grid more resilient
•Increase energy independence

Consumer

Community

Grid

Society

•Make the grid more resilient
•Help balance the grid
•Avoid investment in infrastructure
•Improve local delivery

•Decrease carbon emissions
•Make the grid more resilient
•Increase energy independence

The Technology
Power2Peer uses a blockchain framework, with solar panels providing power data using microinverters and smart battery inverters as IoT sensors. Power generation data is sent to a cloudbased analytics engine. The analytics engine feeds into a software-defined adaptive controller
connected to solar microgrids and storage. Based on information from the engine, the adaptive
controller optimizes resilient power flow and enables peer-to-peer energy trading.

The Power2Peer Difference - Bringing Communities Together through
the Latest and Greatest Technologies
•

Connecting Communities: A physical network of microgrids and energy trading market
energizes and connects communities with a shared purpose –> making better use of local
resources.

•

Advanced Technology: A unique combination of a fit-for-purpose adaptive controller,
smart inverters, cloud and analytics paired with blockchain -> enabling trading and failsafe operations.

•

Scalable Architecture: Enabled from the beginning for Big Data and analytics, an
architecture of the ASM –> “future-proofing” the platform.

•

Photonic Solar Conversion (PSC): Photonic solar conversion panels that generate 20+%
more power from the garden variety panels -> reducing the cost of energy.

The Sustainable Business Model
Power2Peer expects revenues from blockchain fees, solar power sales and connecting microgrids.
Near-term objectives are to connect multiple microgrids in several cities. Our financial estimations
show that the business will be cash positive and generate up to 48% net profit at the end of the
life cycle of the system. With more cities coming on board, significant revenue will be generated
to create more microgrids across the United States.
For high efficiency solar microgrids using PSC, deployed in 28 cities initially, with each city
generating 1 MW of electricity, there is an estimated payback period of 9 years and a cumulative
profit of $76 million over five years. The long-term vision is to scale to support thousands of
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distributed microgrids, including those not owned or operated by Power2Peer. More importantly,
Power2Peer will deliver a cleaner, more efficient, and more resilient grid.
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